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Abstract: This study describes novel solid substances founded on chitosan and TEGylated phe-
nothiazine that have a high ability for hydrargyrum recovery from watery liquid solutions. These
compounds were taken into account, consisting of two distinct entity interactions inside of the
classic fractal dynamics conjecture of an “interface”. They were assimilated through fractal-type
mathematical objects and judged as such. The bi-stable behavior of two fractally connected objects
was demonstrated both numerically and graphically. The fractal character was demonstrated by the
fractal analysis made using SEM images of the xerogel compounds with interstitial fixed hydrar-
gyrum. For the first time, SEM helped to verify such samples from two distinct bodies, with the
multifractal parameter values being listed in continuation. The fractal dimension of the rectangular
mask is D1 = 1.604 ± 0.2798, the fractal dimension of the square mask is D2 = 1.596 ± 0.0460, and the
lacunarity is 0.0402.

Keywords: complex systems; fractal-type objects; bi-stable behaviors; SEM images; fractal parameters

1. Introduction

The so-called heavy metals, which have intermediate properties between those of
metals and nonmetals, are known as metal chemical elements themselves and have a
comparatively large density in comparison to water density, which is what the appellative
heavy refers to [1]. In the well-established hypothesis that toxicity and heaviness are
capitally connected, the hard/heavy metals also cover the generic category of metalloids,
such as silicon, polonium, and arsenic, that are capable of high toxicity and need to be
reduced in terms of human exposure level [2]. In the same category of disadvantages,
the so-called pure metals can also be introduced, as they are directly responsible for the
damage they produce. In this article, we will only deal with one of them, namely mercury,
which is fixed interstitially in compounds with xerogels. However, we remind you that
the metals mentioned above do not have well-established biological functions and are,
thus, taken into account as non-essential active metals from this point of view [3,4]. The
important heavy metals exercise some biochemical, biophysical, and physiological major
functions in vegetable and animal organisms.

Thus, these substantial constituents of integrated basic enzymes have or manifest sig-
nificant roles in various complex reactions, the most important being oxidation–reduction.
Among the original metals, we mention Copper, which participates as a necessary cofactor
in some oxidative stress-connected enzymes, such as ferroxidases, monoamine oxidase,
catalase, and specific dopamine β-monooxygenase [5]. Thanks to the exponential growth in
ecological awareness and the global public health correlated with the territory surrounding
contamination concerning the mentioned metals, these problems have become among
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the most important contemporary issues. In addition, human subjection to the alleged
contamination has drastically increased as a result of an exponential magnification of their
use in diverse sectors, such as agriculture, industrial, technology, and domestic [6–9].

The main problem is the toxicity of these chemical elements and the respective metals
in general. Thereby, the degree of toxicity presented is a function of several factors, from
which we can cite a few that are the most important: the chemical species, effective dose,
and the reason for exposure or contamination route, as well as genetics, gender, age,
particular nutritional status, and individual exposure levels [10–12]. On account of their
great degree of toxicity, cadmium, chromium, arsenic, mercury, and lead are considered
the pre-eminent metals that are of social relevance in terms of health. The listed metallic
elements are considered everywhere as being toxic and inflicting manifold damage to
the body, even with a decrease in exposure levels. In addition, they have been declared
principal sources of human carcinogens by the authority of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), which are both
based in the United States of America.

Mercury (Hg), popularly referred to as quicksilver, is a chemical element that is in a
liquid state under normal conditions of pressure and temperature and is a Group 12 metal
(the same group as zinc) according to the modern periodical table. Mercury belongs to
the category of heavy metals and the transition element series, respectively [13–15]. It is a
unique element for the fact that it can be found in three distinct forms (elemental, organic,
or inorganic) in nature, each with its own toxicity profile [14]. In addition, mercury has
two different forms of cationic existence; more specifically, the first is called mercurous
(+1 oxidation state), and the second is called mercuric (+2 oxidation state). It has a high
pressure concerning its vapors (with which it is in equilibrium) and is released in the form
of vapors in the environment surrounding it. Humans are subjected to serious accidents
in terms of intoxication, with most presenting forms of mercury intake, such as those
produced by agricultural and industrial works, contaminated food, disease prevention
actions, dental repairs, and professional activities. The important chronicle sources of lower-
stage mercury exposure are dental amalgam compounds and the consumption of fish as
food. The particularly absorbed mercury assortments/varieties are elemental mercury
(Hg0) and methyl mercury compounds (MeHg). Dental amalgam compounds include
upwards of 50% mercury in its elementary form [12]. As soon as the mercury has been
absorbed, it remains in the body for a long time because it has a reduced elimination
rate. A considerable part of the absorbed amount is collected in the neurological tissues,
kidneys, and liver. All mercury varieties have a high degree of toxicity that act in terms of
nephrotoxicity, gastro or intestinal toxicity, and neurotoxicity on vital human organs.

The fractal analysis method [16] is a quantitative procedure of picture investigation that
is founded on three accepted numerical characteristics, such as fractal dimension, lacunarity,
and respectively, succolarity. The fractal dimension is the estimate that distinguishes how
much a fractal geometric object replenishes the volume at its disposal (available volume).
Practically, this dimensional measure is a consecrate size that does not depend on the
chosen geometric scale and by the translation process practiced or rotational process. The
second characteristic, lacunarity, accounts for the quantification of the proportion of holes
and their frequency of appearance in the image. The third characteristic, called succolarity,
establishes what quantity of a physically distinct (representative) fluid may run over a
frame, using the pixel group as the barrier, which has a well-established coloring of white
or black in, e.g., 2D image assessments [17]. The latter is not relevant to our study, so we
will not discuss it further.

The objective of the work is to demonstrate that the behavior of the materials formed
by fixing interstitial mercury in some xerogels is multifractal. This fact is determined by a
mathematical model that governs the fractal behavior of the system of two solid bodies
and by the fractal analysis of the SEM images of the samples obtained. The values of the
fractal parameters, the fractal dimension, and the respective lacunarity are the factors that
legitimize the fractal behavior of fusion materials.
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2. Theoretical Part

This article is the first to treat xerogel compounds with fixed mercury from the point of
view of the multifractal analysis of two independent fractal mathematical objects. The most
important novelties introduced in the current work are the following: the mathematical
equations are new and have been successfully used to theoretically define and support
a xerogel and the associated mercury as two distinct fractal objects. The fractal character
was proven by the fractal analysis made on the SEM images of these compounds. The
bi-stable behavior of two fractally connected objects was demonstrated both numerically
and graphically.

2.1. Fractal Parameters

In fractal conjecture, fractal parameters, such as the fractal dimension, lacunarity,
and succolarity, are currently used to enable access to the structural details of a pore
material complex system in action. It is worth remembering the fact that the practical
application and correct estimation of the three aforementioned characteristics are difficult
due to the complicated definitions and arduous procedures of calculation [18]. In the
related section, we particularly initiate the presentation of authoritative definitions and the
substantial significance of the fractal characteristics and a calculus procedure founded on
the box-counting process (from the images mainly, but also from other methods).

2.1.1. Fractal Dimension

Heuristic fractal media may be adapted as measurable metric groups that have non-
integer dimension values [16]. Thus, we can say that the non-integer Hausdorff dimen-
sion is a basic attribute of the fractal object. On the authority of Benoit Mandelbrot, the
denomination of a fractal is associated with a group of objects for which the Hausdorff-
Besicovitch-type dimensions are totally different from the classical topologic dimensions,
with its integer values being specific to Euclidean geometry.

Let Nε (A) be a minimal number of closed balls (spherical shapes), which cover well all
space A, with ε being a very small positive number. We can consider that, mathematically,
the object A(ε) a is a topological compact subset and has the fractal dimension D(A), or
more simply denoted by D, if we have

D = lim
ε→0

log(Nε (A))

log(ε−1)
= lim

ε→0

log(Nε (ε))

log
(

1
ε

) (1)

on the condition that the limit in question exists and is finite [17].
Whereas for the zero limit, which cannot be assigned to some natural object dimen-

sions, the mathematical dimension was equated by the algebraic fractal dimension D = d
as the solution, with d as the slope from the graphical representation of log N(ε) as a
function of log (1/ε). The linear curves of these graphical representations were subjected
to the regression technique by the least-squares procedure, whereas the gradients of the
respective curves were calculated by utilizing a conjugate gradient procedure, which is a
fairly well-known iterative procedure in mathematical problem resolution [18].

2.1.2. Lacunarity

A lacunarity intuitional definition refers to the fact that it is a good measure of the
distribution of crevasses (gaps). More precisely, it is a reflection of the volume of gaps/holes
(the portions without physical material present) when compared to the entire available
volume [19]. For a fractal object, the more it is full of defects/holes (i.e., lacunar), the
more numerous its gaps and, furthermore, these are apt to be bigger, meaning that this
includes special wide geometric figures (disks or spheres). In the fractality assumption, the
lacunarity concept relates and defines/explains (mathematically) the presence of current
holes (that is why it is surnamed after a porous texture), and on top of that, we find it to
be synonymous with the quantitative radiography of the “correct or real texture” [20]. We
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see that the poor inhomogeneity stage, as well as the (2D) translational and (3D) rotational
invariance of the frame plain surface, confirm the fact that the rotations performed modify
the initial context in an insignificant manner [21–23]. In conclusion, insufficient lacunarity
proves the superior homogeneity of the evaluated pictures [24–27].

2.2. Fractal Mathematical Model

In multiplex network dynamics, nonlinear behavior and disorderliness act as systemic
and functional phenomena of irregular motions and critical instabilities. The interactions
between the constituent fractal objects of complex aggregates offer reciprocal limitations
and local-topical-global connection comportment [28,29].

Let the following differential equation be accepted as general law:

dQt

dt
= (Qi −Qt) +

AQt

1 + Qt2 (2)

in the “interface” dynamics depiction case of the reciprocation of two complex independent
systems. The two bodies in the complex system can be undoubtedly approved as fractal-
type objects via the use of mathematics. In Equation (2), Qt is the transmitted fractal field
variable, t is the temporal variable, Qi is the incident fractal field variable, and A is a
parameter independent of the fractality degree in the resolution scales space, by which it is
possible to alternate the distinct selfstructuring regimes of individually existent complex
systems. This particular result was achieved from the general differential equation in the
scale resolutions space:

dQt

dt
≈ A + AtQt =

A1Qt
3 + A2Qt

2 + A3Qt + A4

A3Qt2 + A2Qt + A1
(3)

by operating with the identities

A1 = −1, A2 = Qi, A3 = −(1 + A), A4 = Qi, A1 = 1, A2 = 0, A3 = 1 (4)

and At is a proportionality constant. In addition, we can mention that the variables Qi,
Qt, and A play the role of dimensionless variables. Regarding Equation (2), it is specified
that, at all scale resolutions, the first derivative with respect to the time of the transmitted
fractal field variable, (dQt)/dt, is determined both by the difference between the incident
fractal field variable and the transmitted fractal field variable, (Qi − Qt), and by another
important term: the saturation component, noted as (AQt)/(1 + (Qt)2).

In these given circumstances, it can be considered that fractal dynamics systems are
correctly represented by the scale resolutions space by the equality between the first-order
derivatives below:

dQt

dt
= −dV(Qt)

dQt
(5)

The above equation can be arranged and integrated as follows:

dV(Qt) = −
(

dQt
dt

)
dQt∫

dV(Qt) = −
∫ (dQt

dt

)
dQt

(6)

which gives the result below, using the appropriate integration limits.

V(Qt) = −
∫ Qt

0

(
Qi −Qt

′ − AQt
′

1 + Qt ′
2

)
dQt

′ = −QiQt +
Qt

2

2
+

A
2

ln
(

1 + Qt
2
)

(7)

V(Qt) is noted as a fractal potential function, which is a function that features as a
significant category in dynamic fractal systems, more recently generically referred to as
“gradient fractal systems” [17,21].
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Equation (7) is graphically represented in Figure 1, having four parameters with
different values. Now, it can be mentioned that the circumstance that V(Qt) describes is
comportment covered by a pair of potential wells. The comportment in discussion admits
that, from the perspective of progress to equilibrium and, obviously, the steadiness of
the equilibrium circumstances, the fractal system governed by Equation (7) is of a similar
manner to that of the fractal oscillator related to the fractal potential formula. The certainty
values of V(Qt) can be considered actual states/positions of equilibrium, but at the same
time, the maximum limits are within the domain of the values, which can be assimilated
with unsteady equilibrium positions.
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Regarding the fractal potential function obtained above, we may say, mathematically,
that it depends on three dimensionless variables, Qi, Qt, and A, when also considering the
possible values of the constant A in the range of interest:

V(Qt, Qi, A) =
Qt

2

2
−QiQt +

A
2

ln
(

1 + Qt
2
)

(8)

Figure 1 shows the fractal potential function of four curves, V = f(Qt), for four values
of the constant A.

In Figure 2, we have a 3D representation of the fractal potential V = V(Qt,Qi) as a
function of two variables: the transmitted fractal field variable (Qt), and the incident fractal
field variable (Qi), respectively.

Six 3D graphs of the fractal potential as a function of Qi and Qt, each for a different
value of the constant A are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3 presents six 3D graphs for six values of constant A: A = 1.00, A = 3.80, A = 6.60,
A = 9.40, A = 12.20, and A = 15. The colors located on the color bar on the right signify
the value of the fractal potential included in the range from −20 to 40 for the first two,
respectively, from −20 to 60 for the next three, and from −20 to 80 for the last graph.
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In Figure 4, we have two 3D graphs of the fractal potential, (a) and (b), of three
variables V = V(Qt,Qi,A), with two distinct orientations concerning the axes of the variables
Qt and Qi. Constant A has positive values between 1 and 14, which can be seen on the
colored bar on the right with distinct colors from blue to red-brown.
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What is remarkable in these 3D representations of the curves considered by the four
variables is the fact that the fourth variable gives volume to the representation itself, being
evaluated according to the color marked on it, from blue to red-brown.

The stationary fractal behavior of the complex system of two bodies can be analyzed
at all resolution scales in the cases generated by the equation dQ/dt = 0. Practically, this
happens when discussing the implications of the solutions of the previously mentioned
equation, which establishes the local extrema of the real function Q = Q(t). We mention that
this is the only way we can highlight the perspectives of an evolution over time of the system
towards equilibrium, respectively, and the correct establishment of the corresponding
individual states and their stability. Next, we look for the stationary behavior of the fractal
complex system, as described by Equation (2): dQt

dt = 0, which involves studying the
function Qi = F(Qt) at all scale resolutions:

Qi = Qt

[
1 +

A
1 + Qt2

]
(9)

In Figure 5a,b, 3D representations of the incident fractal field Qi, the function of two
variables, Qt, the transmitted fractal field, and the constant A, respectively, for the two
variation domains of Qt can be seen, with one explicitly noted over the other (see graph a).

In Figure 5a,b, a 3D representation of the incident fractal field Qi, the function of two
variables, Qt, the transmitted fractal field, respectively, and the constant A for two distinct
variation domains of Qt are shown. In Figure 5a, the transmitted fractal field is Qt ∈ [0, 10],
and in (b), it is Qt ∈ [−10, 10].

Note that we have the 3D representation against the three axes denoted by (Qi,Qt,A). In
this axis system, the surface Qi = Qi(Qt,A) was plotted. This is a double wrinkle catastrophe-
type multifractal field area in terms of 3D dimensions (Figure 5) (see the mathematical
standard event described in [25,27]). It can be remarked that the reversal curves shown
in Figure 6 are correctly assimilated, with some transitions effectuated into the multiscale
ideal space [29,30].
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In Figure 6, the graphical representation of transmitted fractal field dependence as a
function of the incident fractal field, Qi, into a situation on fractal bi-stability comportment
is shown.

The curves Qt = F(Qi) for six values of A (Figure 6) show a maximum and a minimum
when A attains certain values. The points marked with A, B, C, and D indicate the presence
of bi-stability. Practically, this is represented by the Qt = f(A, Qi) variation.

These can be found by canceling the derivative of Equation (9), respectively, dQi
dQt

= 0.
We, thus, have the equation

1 +
A
(
1− 2Qt

2)
(1 + Qt2)

2 = 0 or
Qt

4 + (2− A)Qt
2 + A− 2

(1 + Qt2)
2 = 0. (10)

The above equation is null if and only if

Qt
4 + (2− A)Qt

2 + A− 2 = 0 (11)
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Equation (11) is a bi-quadratic equation, which has four roots, these being the following:

Qt1,2 = ±

√
−
√

A(A− 8) + A− 2
√

2
(12)

and

Qt3,4 = ±

√√
A(A− 8) + A− 2

√
2

. (13)

In Figure 7, we have the graphical representation of the real part and the positive
variant of Equation (11).
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The fractal potential as a function of the constant A, Qt = f(A) for values of A greater
than 8, can be found in Figure 7. The value of the potential Qt increases rapidly with the
increase in the constant A.

Note: It is observed that at least one studied equation root can be a complex number
(that is, not a real number). The necessary condition to have a real solution is A being
greater than or equal to 8 (A ≥ 8).

3. Results and Discussion

In this paper, the deep fractal nature of the association between a xerogel and inter-
stitial fixed mercury has been demonstrated by using two methods. The first refers to the
writing of mathematical formulas according to a formalism of two distinct fractal objects
acting together as a unitary whole and as a single fractal body. The second method is
to highlight the fractal character of the resulting SEM body images by introducing and
fixing mercury atoms in the xerogel structure as the basis for processed chemical mercury
deposition. The possible application of the present research is the utilization of the bi-stable
behavior of two fractally connected objects. Bi-stable behavior is associated with the smectic
and cholesteric phases, both of which have, in completely different ways, translational
symmetries added to nematic-like orientational order.

For an exact comparison to a familiar xerogel, more chitosan xerogel reference speci-
mens were prepared under similar conditions to the hydrogels mentioned in paragraph
5, which were labeled with the X index. More exactly, we have some SEM images of the
specimens that were experimentally realized, images of several different xerogels, and
images of one xerogel with recovered mercury.
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Fractal Analysis of SEM Image

The SEM image scale bar (located on the lower right side) in Figure 1a has a length of
100 microns, and Figure 1b has a length of 20 microns. The HV (high voltage power supply)
was 5 kv.

In Figure 8a, we have the 6X SEM image of a xerogel; in Figure 8b, we have the
6X-Hg SEM image of the same xerogel with interstitial mercury obtained from the mercury
recuperation experiment [7].
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Note that the SEM magnification (M) is defined as the ratio of the length measured
from the SEM monitor—Lm—to the same length measured on the sample—Ls. M equals
Lm over Ls. The length measured can be anything from the size of a single pixel all
the way up to the entire horizontal or vertical field of view. A detector for secondary
electrons, which is standard for all basic SEMs, records the topography of the surface under
observation with a resolution in the order of 1–2 nanometers and a magnification range
from 10× to 5,001,000×. In our article, in the two SEM images from Figure 8, we have the
following magnifications:

(a) Magnification (power of amplification) is (251×)—251 times;
(b) Magnification (amplification power) is (1003×)—1003 times.

The magnification values are written on the black band inside, below each image.
The SEM-EDX spectrum instrument is the code name of a complex device that pro-

duces a series of operations, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by energy dis-
persive X-ray analysis (EDX) SEM. In this way, itemized high-resolution pictures of the
tested specimen are provided by rastering a centered electron fascicle across the area and
the detection-backscattered (or secondary) electron target [31].

In Figure 9a, we have the pore histogram for the 6X SEM image, and in Figure 9b,
there is the SEM-EDX spectrum of the 6X-Hg image, confirming the presence of mercury
in the investigated sample. Regarding the histogram of the xerogel in the 6X image, we
notice that, at its upper limit, it looks like a normal distribution; the red line continues in
the graph [29].
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Owing to the fact that the classic SEM analysis revealed no obvious mercury crys-
tallites on the material image but saw only small increases in the thickness of the pore
walls (in a complicated and difficult way to be attributed to a chemical eigenstate), while
the EDAX-associated instrument immediately pointed out the existence of mercury on
the specimens’ surface, it was proposed that we should use the mixed apparatus. Mani-
festly, this allows for the fast, cheap, and nondestructive target analyses required for the
characterization of surfaces (2D) and materials (3D). For the SEM-EDX spectrum of the
6X-Hg image (Figure 9b), the presence of mercury in the investigated xerogel specimen was
successfully confirmed. The energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX or EDA) was utilized
for the identification of the individual elements in the investigated composition for the
identification of mercury (Hg) and for establishing the concentration in the sample, like
the one in Figure 2b. Image (b) shows the EDAX analysis of the 6X-Hg compound (the 6X
hydrogel after interacting with mercury). In essence, it is a spectrum of electromagnetic
emission. On the abscissa is the energy at which the atoms emit X-rays when they interact
with a flow of electrons. This energy is characteristic of each atom, and thus the spectrum
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highlights their presence in the evaluated sample. The counts are written on the ordinate.
In essence, the investigation is an elemental surface analysis, with its purpose being to
highlight the types of atoms present in a sample.

In Figure 10, there are two so-called FTIR (Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy)
spectra for two distinct chemical compounds. The first compound is a simple xerogel,
coded 6X, with the spectrum having a red color, and the second is a compound made of
mercury bonding to xerogel, coded 6X-Hg, which has a black color.
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Figure 10. FTIR spectra of two different compounds; the first is the simple 6X xerogel, and the second
is the mercury-recovery-treated xerogel, coded 6X-Hg.

More precisely, the FTIR spectra of xerogel 6X before (6X) and after mercury recovery
(6X-Hg) are presented. In these spectra, the most evident factor was the almost total
disappearance of the vibration band of the imine bond at 1640 cm−1. Another significant
modification of the spectrum was the intensification of the stretching vibration band of the
C-S-C from the phenothiazine heterocycle at 1324 cm−1 and the appearance of two vibration
bands at 668 cm−1 and 684 cm−1, which is characteristic of the co-ordinative bonds of
sulfur with mercury. In conclusion, the mercury was predominantly retained within the
xerogels by co-ordination bonds with sulfur of phenothiazine, imine bonds, and the amine
groups of chitosan.

Figure 11 presents the original SEM image of the xerogel titled 6X (a) and the same
computerized image to show the gray scale levels (b).
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Note that according to the working procedure of SEM images, multiple images were
recorded, with at least five (more than three- triplicate) per sample at two–three different
magnifications. The most complete SEM image is used in this paper, which we then
evaluated fractally in terms of calculating the fractal parameters, fractal dimensions, and
lacunarity, respectively. We also used the image that shows the fixed presence of mercury
so we could correctly consider the fractal problem of two bodies. In order to determine
the fractal dimension and lacunarity, we used image processing at the pixel level, and the
distances were calculated with special software that applies the 2D geometric distance
formula/metric. They are average values, of course. Then, the function ln (N(r)) = f (lnr)
was numerically represented, from which the slope of the fractal dimension was obtained.

In Figure 12, we can see the original image filtered with a median filter (a), the image
in grayscale and without luminance, conjunctively (b), and the same image filtered with a
Wiener filter (c).
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Figure 12. (a) The original image filtered with a median filter; (b) the image of interest in grayscale
and without luminance; (c) original image filtered with Wiener filter.

Table 1 shows the fractal parameter values (more precisely, fractal dimension and
lacunarity) calculated in cases using a rectangular mask or square mask, together with the
standard deviation for both types of masks.

Table 1. Fractal parameter values of an image of 6X-Hg.

FD1 Standard Deviation 1 FD2 Standard Deviation 2 Lacunarity

1.604 ±0.2798 1.596 ±0.0460 0.0402

The fractal dimension of the rectangular mask is D1 = 1.604 ± 0.2798, the fractal
dimension of the square mask is D2 = 1.596 ± 0.0460, and the lacunarity is 0.0402.

Figure 13a,b show the images processed in the binary version and, respectively, the
definition of the applied mask used to calculate the lacunarity.
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Figure 14 shows a graphic representation of the local fractal dimension values (with
error bars) as a function of box size, r, obtained using the box-counting method.
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Figure 14. Graphical representation of local fractal dimension values, returned by box-counting.

Figure 15 shows the estimated voxels of the 6X-Hg image, a 3D illustrative portrait
of the voxels with the gray level values on the Oz axis, with the position of an adequate
number of pixels marked on the last two plain axes and individually on the Ox axis and
the Oy axis [32].
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Figure 15. Representation of the voxels corresponding to the verified pixels in the evaluated image.

Figure 16 shows two lines (one green and one blue) obtained by applying multi-
ple linear regression to some of the data equations using the function ln(N(n(r)) via
argument ln(r).
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Figure 16. Fractal dimensions provided by multiple linear regression. Green regression line is the use
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The slope of these lines is equal to the fractal dimension of the studied geometric
object, respective to the corresponding SEM image [18]. The values obtained for the
fractal dimension are d1 = 1.71 for the green regression line and d2 = 1.74 for the blue
regression line.

The results presented by us in the article have a great degree of novelty, being innova-
tive in the development of a model of two multifractal objects treated solidly as a single
complex object of a fractal nature. The innovation refers to the fact that both the fractal
dimension and the lacunarity of the SEM image in the xerogel mixed compound and the
interstitial fixed mercury are discussed so that the fractal character of the resulting body is
demonstrated. It was proven, more precisely, that the fractal behavior in the solidarity of
the compound obtained by fusing the xerogel with the fixed interstitial mercury is a local
verification of the multifractal dynamics model developed by the authors.

We have not seen articles by other authors (apart from our collective) that discuss
the fractal nature of SEM images of xerogels and xerogels with fixed mercury. We will
make a comparison of the results with those published in the only paper we know of,
which belongs to us, where a complete analysis of the morphology details of xerogels
by using multifractal analysis and scanning electron microscopy images is made [30]
(see the bibliography). Here, the fractal parameters of the SEM images of 5-fluorouracil
released from a chitosan-based matrix are evaluated. The average values were for a fractal
dimension of D = 1.8621 ± 0.0733 and a lacunarity value of Λ = 0.0385. In the current article,
the average value for the fractal dimension of a rectangular mask is D1 = 1.604 ± 0.2798,
the fractal dimension of a square mask is D2 = 1.596 ± 0.0460, and the lacunarity is 0.0402.
The fractal dimension is much smaller, but the lacunarity is greater due to the fact that the
xerogels used in the current article have more voids/interstices, such that they are able to
fix mercury in larger quantities.

4. Conclusions

The article describes universal complex systems as being fractal-type topological
objects, which, subsequently, were examined from the point of view of multiple interface
dynamics as an effect of the physical interaction of these systems. It can be easily remarked
that a large palette of nonlinear comportments can be consecutively assumed as having
a catastrophe-type multifractal field area in three dimensions (Figure 5) and a bi-stable-
type comport in Figure 6. The results presented in the article have a great degree of
novelty, being innovative in the development of a model of two multifractal objects treated
solidarily as a single complex object of a fractal nature. The innovation refers to the fact
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that both the fractal dimension and the lacunarity of the SEM image in the xerogel mixed
compound and the interstitial fixed mercury are discussed such that the fractal character of
the resulting body is demonstrated. It was proved, more precisely, that fractal behavior
exists in the solidarity of the compound obtained by fusing the xerogel with the fixed
interstitial mercury, with this being a local verification of the multifractal dynamics model
developed by the authors. After the verification of the fractal character of the interaction
of the two complex systems was made by analyzing the morphology of the structure
fixed from the investigation of SEM images (Figure 8b), the usual fractal parameters were
determined: fractal dimension and lacunarity, respectively. The calculated values are the
subject of Table 1; the fractal dimension of a rectangular mask is D1 = 1.604 ± 0.2798, the
fractal dimension of a square mask is D2 = 1.596 ± 0.0460, and the lacunarity is 0.0402. The
fractal dimension is small, a little over 1.5, but the lacunarity is greater due to the fact that
the xerogels used in the current article have more voids/interstices, such that they are able
to fix mercury in larger quantities.

The chemical production of novel porous solid materials in a xerogels format, founded
on phenothiazine and chitosan, which were then used as a special mercury recuperation
frame, closes this study. The new substances were made possible via the hydrogelation
process of chitosan, attended by the practice of lyophilization. FTIR spectra of the xerogel
6X before (6X) and after mercury recovery (6X-Hg) are presented. The mercury was
predominantly retained in the xerogels by co-ordination bonds with sulfur of phenothiazine,
imine bonds, and also the amine groups of chitosan.

5. Materials and Methods
5.1. The Hydrogels/Xerogels Materials, Synthesis and Characterization

The most important materials used were chitosan, with an attenuate molecular mass,
tri-ethylene glycol monomethyl ether at 97% concentration, phenothiazine at 98% concen-
tration, sodium hydride at 95% concentration, phosphorus V—oxychloride at 99% concen-
tration, and magnesium sulfate at 99.5% concentration; all were purchased through the S.-A.
Company (Sigma-Aldrich Company, St. Louis, MO, USA). The TEGylated phenothiazine
means that the phenothiazine heterocycle is now replaced by TEG (Tri-ethylene Glycol);
more precisely, the phenothiazine kernel is equipped with a TEG link that strengthens it. In
the end, we obtained viscous chitosan, with the results verified with the help of a calibrated
viscometer (Ubbelohde). A suite of three chitosan-founded hydrogels was obtained by the
imination chemical reaction with a formyl derivative of tri-ethylene glycol-phenothiazine.
Thus, chitosan hydrogelation in the company of tri-ethylene glycol-phenothiazine alde-
hyde may occur due to the imine constituents, along with the self-assemblage in cluster
formations from reticulated nodes [33–35].

Furthermore, it is expected that the presence of the tri-ethylene glycol chain in the
tri-ethylene glycol-phenothiazine structure will promote the formation of hydrogen bonds
with the present chitosan chain, thereby strengthening the hydrogel structure by supple-
mentary mechanical reticulation. Since the tri-ethylene glycol-phenothiazine derivative has
moderate water solubility, to ensure the homogeneity of the chitosan/tri-ethylene glycol-
phenothiazine system, the imination chemical reaction was accomplished in a solvent
blend, using water and acetone. The variation in the molar ratio of the glucosamine parts
of chitosan and tri-ethylene glycol-phenothiazine led to hydrogels with diverse degrees
of imination [7,12]. The realized hydrogels are apparently soft and transparent materials,
which have successfully fulfilled the reversed tube trial, and according to lyophilization,
they are solid-state materials with numerous pores spread throughout the entire volume.

5.2. Mercury Recovery Ability

As investigated, we know that chitosan and phenothiazine have a proper high affinity
for the mercury chemical element, presenting a substantial premise for their amalgamation
within a stable system to retain/keep large quantities from a metal of a comparatively raised
density [5,10]. Furthermore, the intensive comportment study of xerogel swelling implies
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the fact that the mercury ions caused the reinforcement/fortifying of the mixed networks
accomplished either with chitosan or with phenothiazine, successfully admitting their
mercury recuperation fitting. Chitosan and phenothiazine show a high affinity for mercury,
presenting good premises; when combining them so that a new network can appear, they
are able to retain larger quantities of this specified metallic element [31]. Furthermore, the
swelling comportment examination of the xerogels advised us that the mercury ions caused
the reinforcement of the chitosan-phenothiazine system, rendering this system suitable
for mercury recuperation. It can be easily observed that mercury recuperation depended
on the degree of reticulation of the xerogels, along with the concentration of the mixture,
idem, etc [10,15]. As assumed, the available specimens were capable of recovering a higher
quantity of hydrargyrum from a large concentration of the blend because of the fact that
a higher density of Hg ions in the sample was present. When respecting the effect of the
level of reticulation, it was noticed that the chitosan-phenothiazine specimens had almost
doubled in their retention capability in comparison to clean/pure chitosan.

5.3. Equipment and Methods

The spectra in the infrared domain were realized with the help of a spectrometer (FTIR
Bruker Vertex 70), operating in the transmission regime, utilizing KBr granules at normal
temperature and pressure and a 2 cm−1 resolution. Origin8 Pro 8.0 software was utilized to
process the recorded spectra. The NMR investigations were executed on the spectrometer
(Bruker Avance Neo (400 MHz)) provided with a space/probe-type instrument based
on four 5 mm diameter cores and unbiased z-axis-gradient detection. Both spectrums,
photoluminescence and UV-Vis absorption, were realized by using a spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer LS 55) and an Agilent Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrophotometer, respectively, on the
solid specimens. The SEM pictures were produced by using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM EDAX—Quanta 200) at a smaller energy of 20 Kev for the electrons [7]. The EDX can
be utilized for qualitative and quantitative investigation, permitting us to identify all types
of existing elements, like the concentration percentage within the specimen. Moreover, as
with conventional SEM procedures, the EDX techniques are nondestructive and necessitate
reduced specimen physical preparation, which does not deteriorate the evaluated sample in
any way. In this paper, the SEM-EDX spectrum of the 6X-Hg image (Figure 9b) successfully
confirmed the presence of mercury in the investigated xerogel specimen.
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